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the film was followed by the less successful rush
hour 4 in 2008. ride with the devil was chan's

most successful comedy until rush hour 3.
however, in spite of this, chan announced his
retirement in september 2009. he is back with

chinese zodiac in 2012 with the help of a younger
generation of comedic actors. despite being a
return to the original asian hawk template, the

film is a great comeback for chan. chan's return to
the big screen is proving to be a commercial

success with chinese zodiac playing in cinemas
around the world. it's also the second jackie chan
movie to top $100 million at the box office, after

rush hour 3 in 2007. while chan can be counted on
for a consistently good time in his movies, it's
hard to imagine a movie that could top chan's

1987 classic, police story. chan plays a detective
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who has been on the force for 11 years, and the
movie takes place over the course of one night.
chan's character's come under suspicion for a
series of brutal murders that turn out to be the

work of a serial killer. to prove his innocence, chan
takes on the identity of an asian american crime
lord, and the plot turns into a series of comedy

scenes that are unrivaled in jackie chan's
filmography. chan's character is a tremendous
comedic actor, and when he puts his comedic

skills to use, he's unstoppable. the climactic fight
scenes between chan and his villainous foes are a

glorious example of his comedy-fuelled kung fu
wizardry. in 1989, chan wrote and directed

operation thunderbolt, the second in the asian
hawk series. the movie stars jackie as the asian

american crime lord, with rosamund kwan
reprising her role as lorelei. the movie takes place
in the fictitious city of luna, which is populated by

asian americans living as a minority in an all-
white, racist society. the movie is a classic

example of the joys of asian american cinema,
and it boasts plenty of clever moments as chan's
gangsters work to get their sister out of prison.

chan's stuntwork in the movie has received more
praise than the rest of the movie, as he performs
a series of daredevil stunts in the opening fight
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scene in the prison. that fight scene is one of the
most insane stunts in all of jackie chan's

filmography, and is also the movie's signature
moment. chan also starred in the 1989 sequel,

operation condor, which is also pretty cool.
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chan's career rejuvenation in the 1990s was
based on his new determination to not only avoid
the destructive elements that had led to his health
problems earlier in his career, but also to make a

comeback as a comedic action star. he finally
achieved this goal with his smash hit rush hour

(1998), which established him as a box office star
in china and around the world. at the same time,

rush hourreached a new level of mainstream
acceptance, with the film featuring one of the

biggest action stars of all time in action star jackie
chan and a major female lead in maggie cheung.

from there chan went on to star in a series of
comedy action films such as rush hour 2 (2001),
ride with the devil (2002), shaolin soccer (2001),
rumble in the bronx (2002), rush hour 3 (2004)
and ip man 2 (2008). in addition to being jackie
chan's biggest ever comedies, he also turned up

the action with a series of more action packed and
serious films including shanghai noon (2000), the
myth (2001), the infernal affairs (2003), the spy

next door (2006), the spy next door 2 (2013) and
the highly acclaimed drama the way of the dragon
(2008). in 2007 chan starred in the first instalment
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of the rush hour franchise, rush hour 3. it was the
highest grossing chinese film at the time, and it
also marked the return of hong kong action stars
chapman to and yuen woo-ping to the hong kong
action film industry, after a long absence. the film
also reunited chan with us star chris tucker. rush
hour 3 grossed over $200 million in the us and is
widely considered to be one of the best comedies

of all time. 5ec8ef588b
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